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Mr. O’Shaughnessy, K.C., opened the case for the

plaintiff and described the manner in which the child-
who is between seven and eight Jears of age-was sub-
jected to the Roentgen rays for the purpose of searching
for a needle which was supposed to have penetrated his
knee. Counsel said that the child was subjected for 20
minutes to the Roentgen rays, under the supervision of Dr.
Colahan, the radiograph having been taken by the defendant
Haire. Whether the instrument was out of order or whether
those who used it did not know how to use it properly no
result was achieved. Counsel stated that during the opera-
tion the vacuum tube, instead of being kept away from the
leg was within two or three inches of it and the boy was
subjected to the rays twice. Two of the operations took
place on Dec. 28th, 1902, and as a result of these the boy
suffered great pain. When the bandage was removed on Dec.
’29th it was seen that the leg was burned. During succeeding
days it became worse and the boy was taken to hospital. In
the month of April, when he was better and out of hospital,
Dr. Colahan ordered the patient to be subjected to the rays
and he was taken to the College and the rays were applied.
Finally, his mother, on account of the pain the child was
suffering, took him to Dublin where he was seen-as counsel
stated-by Mr. J. S. McArdle who sent him to Mr. Lewis to
be subjected to the rays. Mr Lewis, seeing that the leg was
burnt, declined to apply the apparatus. The plaintiff’s mother
then took him to Dr. J. Lentaigne who would tell the jury
that the child had been burnt by the Roentgen rays. Many
witnesses were examined for the plaintiff includirg Dr.
W. S. Haughton, demonstrator of x rays in Trinity College,
who said that the ordinary working distance of an x-ray
apparatus was from 12 to 24 inches. Dr. Lentaigne said
that when the case was admitted to the Mater Misericordias
Hospital there was an ulcerated patch four inches by three
and a half inches on the inside of the knee. Mr. Henry,
K. C., in his address on behalf of Dr. Colahan, said that it
would be impossible for the radiograph of April 22nd to
have been taken if the globe were held within two inches of
the limb and that they intended to produce x-ray experts
from England On Feb. 9th Dr. H. Lewis Jones, medical
officer in charge of the electrical department of St. Bartho-
lomew’s Hospital, London, Mr. J. Hall-Edwards, surgeon in
charge of the x-ray department at the Royal Orthocsedic
Hospital, Birmingham, Sir Charles B. Ball, Sir Thornley
Stoker, Mr. McArdle, and other witnesses were examined for
the defence, their evidence tending to show the rarity of
injury by the application of the Roentgen rays, the absence 
of any indication of improper use of the apparatus in the
radiographs produced, and generally to disprove the story of
the plaintiff’s witnesses as to the manner in which the rays
were applied. Several questions were left by the learned
judge to the jury who found that the sore complained of
was caused by the rays but that the Queen’s College had no
responsibility in the matter. With regard to Mr. Haire, the
mechanical assistant to the Professor of Natural Philosophy
at the College, and Dr. Colahan, both of whom had taken
radiographs of the child’s knee, they found that each had
by what he had done contributed to the condition of the
child’s knee but absolved both alike from any charge of
negligence in the matter, the net result being a verdict and
judgment for all the defendants upon the various issues raised.

Royal CoUege of Surgeons in Ireland.
The annual dinner of the Royal College of Surgeons in

Ireland was held in the College on Feb. 13th, under the
presidency of Sir Lambert H. Ormsby. The occasion was
honoured by the presence of the Lord Lieutenant.

Londonderry City and County Infirmary.
An influential deputation appeared before the Londonderry

county council on Feb. llth to request a contribution
towards the payment of improvements recently carried out
in connexion with this institution. A sum of .63120 2s. has
been received from private subscriptions. According to the
Local Government Act, one-third of this amount could be
subscribed by the county council and the county borough of
Londonderry. The county’s proportion would be &pound;169 17s. 2d.
and the county borough’s &pound;870 3s. 6d. The matter has been
referred to the finance committee of the county council and
there is a strong feeling in favour of granting the request.

The Belfast Water-supply.
At a meeting of the Belfast Water Commissioners, held on

Feb. llth, the chairman mentioned that since September,
1901, the Mourne water has been brought from the Annalong

river, yielding a continuous daily supply of from 3.000,000 to
11,000,000 gallons. The whole length of the first section of
the Mourne scheme was in full working order and in addi-
tion the short length of the main conduit which lay between
the Kilkeel and Annalong valleys was now complete and
capable of bringing the water from the Kilkeel river. By
this tunnel water will be brought a distance of 40 miles to
Belfast. In reply to queries as to whether there was any
truth in the statement that there was something wrong in
the scheme for a reservoir in what is known as the Silent
Valley in the Mourne Mountains it was stated that it was
now beyond any question of doubt that this reservoir em-
bankment could be completed in a slightly altered line at
less cost than was originally estimated. At- present there
was an ample supply of water for the city of Belfast and
so the new reservoir at the Silent Valley would not be
required, but when needed it could easily be constructed.

County Down Infirmary.
During the past year 505 patients were admitted to this

infirmary, being 103 in excess of the previous year, and in
addition there were 37 who were in the hospital on Jan. lst,
1903. There were 845 extern cases. Open-air shelters are

needed for the tuberculous patients, who form 15 4 per cent.
of the total annual admissions, and better accommodation is
asked for the extern cases. The total income for the year
1903 was .E1910 2s. 7d., exceeding the expenditure by
&pound;210 7s. 3d., but as .S100 of this is a special grant from
the county council for the introduction of a water-supply the
actual balance towards the revenue account of the infirmary
is &pound;110 7s. 3d. The average number of beds daily occupied
was 38.

Feb. 16th. 
___________________

PARIS.

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)

Tile Inrmation Bureau of the university of Paris.
ON Feb. 10th the official opening of the Information Bureau

of the University of Paris took place. The opportunity
was taken for an official visit of the committee of the
municipal council of Paris and of the council of the Uni-
versity, the two forming one grand committee to be known
under the name of the Conjoint Committee for the common
interests of the City of Paris and of the University. The
Vice-Rector of the University, M. Liard, is president.
Numerous press representatives, both French and foreign,
were present at the opening, at which there was the
usual interchange of ceremonious speeches between the Vice-
Rector and M. Dausset, the president of the fourth com-
mittee of the municipal council. As a matter of fact,
the bureau has been in working order since August, 1903,
and I have previously given your readers an account of it, 
for it will certainly be capable of rendering great service to
foreign travellers and men of science and letters. The offices
of the bureau are in a magnificent room in the Palace of
the Sorbonne and are luxuriously furnished and decorated.
Here are to be found employes speaking French, English,
German, Spanish, and Russian, together with every in-
formation necessary for those seeking opportunities for
studying in Paris. The information is all classified, so that
anyone who wishes to study any particular question will
find all books and documents which are able to help him
with regard to lectures, conferences, museums, libraries,
societies, journals, and the like. Information is also kept as
to the hours of opening of museums and libraries and
the conditions governing admission, while a large map
of Paris is available to show the stranger his way. The
bureau is on the telephone exchange and is under the
general direction of Dr. Blondel, the general secretary of the
International Association of the Medical Press. The advan-
ages which this institution will offer to the large number o f

I strangers who come yearly to Paris to avail themselves ofthe sources of information which that city possesses to so
great a degree are obvious and it already has some 3000
indexed catalogues of subjects. Hitherto the multiplicity
of catalogues, indices, calendars, and the like, the multipli-
cation of places for obtaining information and their distance
the one from the other, together with the difficulty which
the stranger not well acquainted with the language experi-
enced in obtaining information, often discouraged him. Since

1 THE LANCET, Jan. 17th, 1903, p. 207. 
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the bureau commenced operations many hundreds of English
medical men and students of medicine have availed them-
selves of its services and have expressed themselves delighted
at the help so given.

Opposition to a Sanatorium for Tuberculous Patients.
I have already mentioned that the Assistance Publique in

Paris had decided to establish a model sanatorium for tuber-
culous patients at Montmorency on ground belonging to the
Due de Dino, admirably situated from the hygienic point of
view. All the preliminaries were completed and everything
was in readiness for commencing work when about
100 property owners in Montmorency and the adjoining
communes took united action under the presidency of the
senator for Seine-et-Oise to oppose the institution, alleging
that it would be the ruin of Montmorency and the neighbour-
hood. Such hostility is very annoying and behaviour of this
kind betrays inability to understand the true interests of
France. It is impossible for a great city to accommodate
all its hospital institutions within the municipal boundary,
especially a hospital for the isolation of tuberculous

patients. It was difficult enough to persuade the Govern-
ment that an important means of preventing the disease
consisted in isolating the patients instead of allowing them
to die in the general hospitals where thay become foci of
infection ; it is therefore to be hoped that the progress
which is being made in the right direction may not be
checked by claims put forward on behalf of private interests.

Yoghourt.
At the meeting of the Academy of Medicine held on

Feb. 2nd M. Saii3t-Yves-M6nard read for M. Dybowski of
Adabazar in Asiatic Turkey an interesting communication on
a preparation derived from milk and called yoghourt. In

Turkey there is a great consumption of the milk of the
buffalo, the common cow, the goat, and the ewe, but it is
hardly ever used in the natural state. It is kept at a
moderate heat-about 80&deg; C. or 176&deg; F.-until its bulk is
reduced to one half, and after gradual cooling it is treated
with a ferment taken from the previous day’s supply. In
some hours a curd forms which is called yoghourt. It is said
to have a pleasant taste and forms together with bread the
principal part of the food of the rural population. This

preparation is preferred to milk. It not only has the nutritive
value of the latter in a small bulk but it also possesses a
diuretic property which is very useful in heart disease, in
dropsy, and in the eclampsia of pregnancy.
Feb. 15th.

BERLIN.
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)

Battle of the Clubs.
A CONGRESS of the German sick clubs was held at Leipsic

on Jan. 25th for the purpose of discussing the measures to
be taken in opposition to the demands of the medical

profession. As already described in THE LANCET, mem-
bership of a sick club is compulsory under the Work-
men’s Insurance Act in Germany, so that the clubs
have an enormous number of members, and the medical
profession, especially in the industrial towns and districts,
is largely dependent on the goodwill of the club com-
mittees. The fees paid in club practice are extremely
low and, what is still worse, only a limited number of
medical officers are appointed. In some places such
positions can be obtained only by practitioners who
are either acquainted with members of the committee or
are known to belong to the Socialist party. Some years
ago, first in Berlin and afterwards in other towns, the
so-called free-choice " movement began in the profession,
its object being to admit every medical practitioner of a
locality to club practice provided that he was willing to
accept the club fees ; the clubs had to pay a certain
annual sum for every member and the aggregate pro-
ceeds were eventually divided among the various prac-
titioners according to the number of consultations, visits,
operations, &c., which had fallen to the share of each.
In course of time the movement spread throughout Germany
and though it worked quite satisfactorily in a good many
clubs it was nevertheless strongly opposed not only by other
clubs but also by certain medical men who, as club officers
appointed at fixed salaries, were afraid of losing a consider-
able part of their income by the introduction of the " free-
choice system. A few years ago the encroachments of

the clubs were resisted only by local organisations of the
medical profession, so that in the case of a difference
between the club and the local profession the club-
had only to appoint medical men coming from other

places who were anxious to engage in practice and
were therefore willing to accept any fee, even the

lowest, offered to them by the clubs. Recently, however, a.
general association was founded at Leipsic, the so-called

Leipziger Verband, for the purpose of organising resistance
on a larger scale. The Leipziger Verband is in connexion
with the old-established practitioners’ association-the
Deutsche Aerztevereins-Bund-and works on lines similar to-
those of the trades unions. It has collected a large strike fund
and in certain cases has already organised successful strikes.
It has local branches everywhere and whenever a difference
arises between a club and its medical officers mediation is
first tried, and if mediation is unavailing then a strike is

proclaimed. The association inserts advertisements in the
medical and general press warning medical men against
settling in the locality where the conflict prevails and any
practitioners who may have been appointed under contract
by a club are paid a sum of money on condition that they
leave the town at once. The latest event of this kind
happened at Cologne where the profession had engaged
in a strike against the clubs, demanding the introduction of
the I free-choice" system together with a considerable
augmentation of the fees. Notwithstanding the endeavours
of the clubs only 20 medical men were found who consented
to act as medical officers to them. These clubs had
150,000 members and the result naturally was that the
medical attendance on cases of sickness and accident was
quite unsatisfactory. As the clubs, though possessing full
pawers of self-government, are, as public institutions, to a
certain extent under the control of the Government, the
latter intervened by ordering the club committees to-

provide within three days a sufficient number of medical
men, the alternative being that in case of default the
Government in exercise of the power conferred on it.

by the law would dissolve the committees and would have
the clubs managed by a Government commissioner. The
clubs accordingly were forced to enter into negotiations with
the profession and to comply with the demands of the local
branch of the Leipziger Verband, which undertook to pay
off the 20 newly appointed medical men and to organise the
medical service of the clubs. The successes obtained by
the profession, not only at Cologne but in other places like-
wise, and due principally to the existence of an organisation
on a large scale, have greatly excited the leaders of the work-
men’s sick clubs who have now combined together with a
view to defeat the policy of the medical men, and their congress.
held at Leipsic was therefore well attended by delegates from
a good many of the large clubs. The report of the committee
explained that the unsatisfactory condition of the medical
profession was not due to the club system but to general
overcrowding of the profession and that the relation of the
clubs to their medical officers must not be regarded as that of
employers to employed, the clubs, though compulsory, being
charitable institutions. The free choice" system was not.
opposed as a matter of principle, but its introduction must
take place by common agreement and not by order of a
medical trade union or by legislation. The drawback of the
"free-choice" system from the standpoint of the clubs was,
according to the report, that under it not only medical fees.
but also the cost of medicine and maintenance increased in-
an enormous degree. The report was in favour of legisla-
tion enacting that in the event of a medical strike the-
medical men should be obliged to attend provisionally the.
club members at a fixed rate until the matter was settled,
so that a strike would be practically rendered illegal. After
a long and animated discussion, in which also delegates of
clubs adopting the "free-choice" system spoke, the congress.
passed a resolution to the effect that the introduction of the
I free-choice system by legislation or by a medical trade

union was undesirable and that any intervention of the-
authorities, as in Cologne, was deserving of censure.

The Preservation of Milk.

Professor von Behring, whose views on the origin of
tuberculosis are well known, has recently directed his
attention to methods of artificial feeding and the preserva-
tion of milk. In an article published in the Therapie der&deg;

Gegenwart he says that fresh milk taken from a cow under
every possible precaution against contamination contained at.
least from 100 to 200 germs in every cubic centimetre. Milk.


